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The FLITES project seeks to image pollutants in the exhaust plumes of high-bypass aero-jet engines using chemical species tomography (CST). By providing windows on combustion processes, this imaging capability enables i) development of high-efficiency engines, ii) bio-fuel mixture development and iii) reduction in pollutants such as Carbon Dioxide (CO$_2$), the oxides of Nitrogen and Sulphur (NO$_x$ and SO$_x$) and small-chain unburnt hydrocarbons. In turn, these goals are mandated by stringent emissions legislation [1]. CST using non-intrusive near-infrared (NIR) measurement can target multiple parameters, such as concentration, pressure and temperature of exhaust plume gas species. Elements of the technique have been deployed successfully for a) CST in automotive engines, b) TDLAS in commercial jet-engines using single-beams [2, 3] and c) small development jet engines using both CST [4] and hyper-spectral imaging cameras [5]. Compared with previous methods [6], this project aims to increase the tomographic imaging rate towards 100 frames/s and achieve spatial resolutions of $10 \times 10$ cm throughout the 1.4-1.7 m diameter cross-section of the plume [7, 8]. By obtaining video-rate images and showing scalability towards $>200$ fps, the dynamics of gas mixing within the plume [5] can start to be observed and will complement existing, intrusive testing. While optical and mechanical challenges have been addressed [7, 8] and issues surrounding tomographic reconstruction with a small number of beams and angular views have been targeted algorithmically [9, 10], the increase in size and complexity of this setup has presented issues for electrical designs [7, 8] and data acquisition [11]. Some of these have been covered in a 2018 I2MTC prelude to this paper [12]. The system is hosted at an aero-engine testing facility operated by Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aerospacial (INTA).

While the specifics of the mechanical setup are discussed elsewhere [7, 8, 10, 11], the harsh environment raises numerous data acquisition challenges. The specifics are covered below using a top-down discussion of system requirements, however high-throughput, hard real-time, fully-synchronized DAQs are well researched with many solutions now becoming standard in tomographic systems [13, 14, 15, 16, 17], many of which use field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). For the near-IR CST modality, the noise characteristics of photodiode preamplification have been investigated [18], specifically to optimize the gain, bandwidth and noise performance. Likewise, data acquisition has been achieved using modular, parallel channels with in-situ FPGA-based lock-in amplification specifically for low-cost and high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) [13]. This latter technique is employed elsewhere [19, 20, 21, 22], where the common theme is measurement of a modulated carrier giving the near-total rejection of out-of-band noise. The disadvantage however, is often the signal-processing, where a high purity homodyne reference is required alongside analog or digital multiplication. Taking the FPGA-based methods further, Xu [23] extended the DLIA principle towards real-time computation of the first and second harmonic peaks and the normalization of the signal to assess the temperature of a gas. Methods of data management including first-in-first-out (FIFO) memories and direct memory access (DMA) are highlighted in [14], while the concepts of i) hierarchical processing and ii) modular DAQs are exemplified by Hegyesi [15] and Hjertaker [16]. Both show the merits and system design of carrying out digitization as close as possible to the analog detector, and the use of digital nodes with data buffering, FPGA-hardware signal processing and software control capabilities. For Ethernet transfer, which is the only viable, high-speed, long-distance transmission medium suitable, Humbert [17] re-implemented the transmission control protocol / internet protocol (TCP/IP) with hierarchical embedded FPGA-based microprocessors while utilizing hardware blocks to offload tasks from the CPU. While TCP/IP guarantees packet arrival and ordering, the user datagram protocol (UDP) is of lower network
overhead but may require a data interleaving strategy to alleviate packet-loss issues [11]. Towards the back-end of a DAQ, it was found that pre-allocating ping-pong data buffers suitable for DMA within real-time operating systems (RTOS) [24], guaranteed input data-handling interrupt behavior.

This paper discusses enabling technologies and the measured performance of a DAQ designed specifically for the imaging requirements and the industrial environment into which this diagnostic tool is to be used. We note, that despite availability of commercial DAQ systems, the cost becomes prohibitive if those systems are to meet the complex requirements for this instrument. This assessment uses the likely cost if basing the DAQ upon the National Instruments FlexRIO and systems available from both Amplicon and Spectrum Instruments. In section II the necessary gas-sensing TDLAS-WMS details are introduced while section III gives a summary of the mechanical structure of the FLITES CST system. In section IV, a specification is presented, showing the need for custom design. In section V, we overview the design of the DAQ, pointing towards solutions that deliver the specifications. The results of characterization of the prototype DAQ is presented in section VI, while we conclude that full parallelism, high-speed and low-noise can be achieved by the DAQ nodes providing system readiness for gas concentration imaging.

II. TDLAS-WMS GAS SENSING: AN OVERVIEW:

To measure specified gas species concentration, this system uses tunable diode laser absorption with wavelength modulation spectroscopy (TDLAS-WMS) [2, 3, 9, 25], which has been previously applied to jet-engine research [26] and gas-sensing applications [27, 28]. By applying a current ramp (10-100 Hz sawtooth) to a narrow-wavelength laser, an optical beam is repeatedly wavelength-scanned across a previously measured absorption feature [2, 3, 29, 30]. For WMS, a secondary 10-500 kHz sinusoidal dither is applied [31] allowing phase sensitive detection [32] and digital lock-in amplification (DLIA) [19, 20, 21, 22]. The gas parameters [2, 3, 11, 29, 30, 33] and ultimately the path concentration integral (PCI) of the target gas along the beam [3, 7, 8, 25], can be inferred by using a spectroscopic curve-fitting model based upon the Beer-Lambert law and the known properties of the gas. This system targets CO₂ absorption [2, 3], which requires a 1997 nm seed laser. Due to the requirements for tomography – discussed below – the seed-laser is amplified using a 1.5-2.0-Watt Thulium-doped fiber amplifier (TDFA).

III. THE TOMOGRAPHIC SETUP: AN OVERVIEW:

To image the exhaust plume of commercial jet-engines, a 6-projection angle, 21-beam/projection (126-beam) array is formed using a custom 7 m diameter, dodecagonal mechanical ring structure [7]. This requires the light from the seed-laser and the TDFA to be distributed to transmit modules mounted on planar, parallel alignment plates [7, 8]. This approach reduces costs and allows simpler channel-channel synchronization by utilizing splitters with ratios 1:6 and 1:21, rather than 126 laser diodes of narrow and tunable line-width [29, 30]. The regular grid produced by this geometry allows a 1.8 m diameter central imaging space (~1.4-1.7 m exhaust plumes expected),
shown in Fig.1. To capture the TDLAS-WMS wavelength and amplitude modulated light after it has passed through the plume, receiver elements located on the alignment plates use extended InGaAs photodiodes with local, differential transimpedance amplification (TIA). This modular strategy, (where lasers, photodiodes and signal processing can each be easily replaced), gives the advantage of instrument scalability to other gas species. For example, for the current CO$_2$-specific wavelength, very few changes would be required to allow water vapor (H$_2$O) imaging. By carrying out the demodulation process of TDLAS-WMS upon the captured data, and by generating CO$_2$ PCIs for the many separate beam paths, the spatial distribution of gas concentration can be obtained by data inversion [9]. To date, this system has been proven by phantom tests replicating the expected

Fig.1. An overview of the imaging structure, adapted from [6], showing the central 126-beam array, dodecagonal mounting, the 1.4 m exhaust plume, the distribution (red) of 2 µm laser light using a TDFA and spliced fiber network, the 12-node DAQ and the back-end data network to the control PC (blue).

Fig.2. Detail (top) of an alignment plate showing mechanically supported fibers (yellow/black) to the transmit modules, and the preamplifier PCBs with ribbon cables (blue). Custom optical kinematic mounts, the ‘ring’ (red) during on-site build and fiber 1:21 splitter boxes are also shown (bottom). Visible in the center of the ring (bottom) is a propane gas-burner to provide deterministic placement and concentration CO$_2$ for phantom imaging tests.
CO₂ concentrations and air temperatures [8], while tomographic methods have also been developed [10]. The detail of the mechanical structure, and the setup for imaging tests is shown in Fig.2, while experimental validation of gas concentration imaging and a preliminary investigation as to constrained algorithms are provided in Fig.3 [8, 10]. The reconstruction results show that, while under-determined due to costs, tomographic imaging can be performed with reconstruction artefacts of low-severity [10].

IV. DATA ACQUISITION: STRATEGIES AND SPECIFICATIONS:

There are several application-level specifications necessitating a custom design in this context. The first is the ~70 m distance from photodiode preamplifiers to the test cell control room [12]. Naturally, noise pickup, cable costs and scalability for >256 beams requires a distributed DAQ architecture, similar to [13, 15, 16, 17]. To solve this, twelve or more digitization nodes can be hosted on the tomographic mounting ring [7]. As testing cells are industrial, high-vibration and high-contamination (oil, soot, water, fuel) environments [7], a pathway towards a rugged DAQ is needed. Likewise, equipment must not interfere with the jet-engine nor modify the aerodynamic properties of the cell. Distributing the DAQ allows reduction in system-level costs and at-site digitization affords advantages for digital signal processing (DSP) [19, 20] and data communications [11]. For the intended 126-beam imaging system, the 12 nodes yield a requirement of 10.5 channels/node. Forcing a binary value that is suitable for implementation i.e. 16 channels/node, allows redundancy or expansion along with PCB simplification through multi-ADC packaging. The presented 12-node DAQ therefore implements 192 channels.

The gas flow within the plume (100-200 m/s) necessitates a parallel design, although for suitable high sample-rate ADCs, low-ratio time multiplexing could be used to reduce costs. TDLAS-WMS supplies many of the specifications typical of DAQs, outlined in Fig.4. For low noise gas concentrations with minimal calibration, spectroscopists suggest the use of a first (1f) and second (2f) dual-harmonic normalization approach [3, 30, 33]. Assuming a 500 kHz maximum WMS sinusoidal dither (1f), the second harmonic will be at 1 MHz (Nyquist frequency of 2 MHz). However, this assumes only two points per period rendering a triangular wave rather than
a high purity sinusoid. As such, an oversampling factor of 10 to 20 is required giving a DAQ sample rate of 20-40 MS/s/channel. It has been suspected that the TDLAS wavelength ramp (10-100 Hz) also needs to be digitized, which suggests a frequency requirement of 6.3 Hz to capture the lower \( dv/dt \) of a 10 Hz sawtooth. AC-coupling allows the maximum input range and optimum bias-point of an ADC to be used without biasing shifts due to optical DC levels, however it has also been suggested that the DC component needs to be measured for characterization of the laser parameters [33]. While an AC-coupled range of 6.3 Hz to 2 MHz is specified, we note that lower noise-bandwidths could be achieved by an analog chain with -0.1 dB cut-off frequencies of i) DC to 63.6 Hz for a low-sample-rate path (suitable for a 100 Hz sawtooth \( dv/dt \)) and ii) 100 kHz to 2 MHz for a high-sample-rate path. The SNR is critical for tomographic reconstruction, where we aim for pixels giving absolute concentration measurement with an SNR of 30 dB. However, this is the noise of the final PCI after spectroscopic computation of gas concentration, 2f/1f-normalisation and the action of lock-in amplification. The SNR specification of the DAQ is therefore modest at 50 dB acknowledging that the gas plume itself is expected to be the dominant wide-band measurement noise contribution. The minimum effective number of bits of the ADC can be estimated from the 50 dB SNR requirement, where an 8-bit ideal ADC achieves 49.9 dB. A 2-bit design margin for non-ideal behavior can be used to establish the minimum ADC bit-width required, i.e. 10-bit. As the DLIA algorithm uses direct-digital-synthesis (DDS) of a reference signal, the spectral purity of this signal is also key. Matching the DDS bit-width to the 10-bit ADC, yields a minimum DDS spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) of 60.2 dB. Of higher importance are i) a low gain non-uniformity between frequencies used for the 1f and 2f harmonic analysis, ii) low harmonic noise, i.e. >50 dB SFDR and iii) a linear gain response so that laser non-linearities within the spectroscopic models [2, 3, 29, 30] do not need to be augmented with electrical non-linearities.

Being a multi-channel node tasked with at-site digitization, signal processing and bi-directional communication, this custom DAQ must provide i) real-time DSP for in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q), first (1f) and second (2f) harmonic lock-in amplification (32-bit), ii) output of at least \( N = 400 \) discrete wavelength samples per ramp, iii) synchronization to the seed laser ramp and dither modulation frequencies, \( F_{\text{ramp}} \) and \( F_{\text{dither}} \), iv) software control as to the lock-in frequency, \( f_{\text{DLIA}} \), phase, \( \phi_{\text{DLIA}} \), time constant, \( \tau_{\text{DLIA}} \) and experiment start, stop and reset commands and v) per-node output data rates between 58.6 Mb/s and 78.1 Mb/s [12]. A long-term design
requirement of this system is that software control and in-the-field tuning of variables can be leveraged to allow adaptability of the instrument for different measurement methodologies [12, 33].

To aid sampling of the absorption feature, using the DLIA method, a per-DAQ-node state machine concept can be used with time periods equivalent to integer multiples of the dither period, $T_{dither} = 1/F_{dither}$. This allows short start, $(S = 100)$ and end, $(E = S + W)$ periods for laser settling and ramp fly-back, and $N = 400$ measurements made up of a maximum acquisition period, $A_{\text{max}}$ and an inter-measurement waiting period, $W = 2$. The number of dither periods within a ramp, $T = F_{dither}/F_{\text{ramp}} = 5000$, can then be used with Eqn.2. to calculate the maximum acquisition, $A_{\text{max}} = 10$. The maximum DLIA time constant would then be $\tau_{DLIA} = A_{\text{max}} T_{dither} = 200 \mu$s. While DAQs often use the precision-time-protocol (PTP) to allow highly accurate time synchronization of multiple units, in this case, the ramp and dither signals are buffered and distributed symmetrically to all DAQ nodes. This allows synchronization when using the per-DAQ-node state machine and allows synchronization with a laser driver that does not have PTP support.

$$T = S + N(A_{\text{max}} + W) - W + E$$

- Eqn.2.

V. SYSTEM-LEVEL AND SUB-SYSTEM DESIGN:

This paper discusses the digitization node shown in Fig.5. [12]. This implements 16 fully-differential channels, each with a 1st order 10 Hz high-pass and a 2nd order 3 MHz low-pass response. When combined with the 3 MHz pole of the pre-amplifiers, a 3rd order anti-alias filter is formed. This is suitable for the 14-bit 10-40 MS/s ADCs when the frequency roll-off of the signal itself is considered. The octal ADC package (Analog Devices - AD9257) provides significant system-level cost savings above a bank of individual packages and in this case, this was sufficient to change from 10-bit to 14-bit. The clocking and data transfer strategy is shown in Fig.6, where each ADC provides low-voltage differential signals (LVDS) at 560 Mb/s to a central FPGA using a serializer-deserializer (SerDes) standard. The node therefore requires design for a raw data rate of 8.9 Gb/s, while the full 12-node system has a raw data rate of 107.5 Gb/s. This throughput is too large for real-time transmission and as such, requires the use of embedded real-time DSP that must decimate these data rates for available Ethernet
protocols (e.g. 100BASE-TX) [11]. The FPGA design for simultaneous acquisition and signal processing of multiple high-speed input channels is shown in Fig.7. The data, both raw from a selectable channel and processed via the DLIA, is stored in two FIFOs before being passed to an embedded microprocessor. These FIFOs implement a 2-way wavelength-measurement interleaving process alleviating the effects of packet-loss observed within engine test cells [11]. The FPGA is used to implement the digital lock-in amplification method [19, 20, 21, 22]. This generates a local high-purity sinusoidal reference using DDS. The advantage of this is that within this measurement scenario, the reference can retain low-noise and suitable timing to the laser (Fig.4.), independent of the long cable distances. The lock-in method, shown in Fig.8, uses this reference as a multiplying homodyne oscillator to create the sum and difference frequency components. Choosing the difference using a low-pass filter, the input signal can be brought down to a DC magnitude and phase, with the ADC input data rate being decimated by the number of digital low-pass coefficients (taps). The number of unity-weighted coefficients within the DLIA low-pass accumulation filter, $N_{\text{taps}}$, for a sampling frequency, $F_s$ (40 MS/s), a WMS dither frequency of $F_{\text{dither}}$ (500 kHz), and an integer number of dither periods, $A_{\text{max}}$, within a measurement can be found from Eqn.3. While the number of required DLIA output bits, $N_{\text{DLIA}}$, can be established using Eqn.4, where $N_{\text{sig}}$ is the bit-width of the ADC input signal (14-bit) and $N_{\text{ref}}$ is the bit-width of the DDS reference signal (14-bit). For example, for both $N_{\text{taps}} = 160$ (for $A_{\text{max}} = 2$) and $N_{\text{taps}} = 800$ (for $A_{\text{max}} = 10$), a bit-width of 38 is suitable. The lower 6-bits can be truncated with minimal loss of precision.

![Fig.6. Clocking and ADC SerDes data architecture for a single digitization node. Each ADC provides 14-bit 10-40 MS/s data using source-synchronous low-voltage differential signaling (LVDS) to the central FPGA.](image1)

![Fig.7. The ADC data capture, digital lock-in signal processing providing fundamental (1f) and 2nd harmonic (2f) in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 32-bit data. A secondary signal chain allows capture of full-rate raw ADC data.](image2)
\[ N_{taps} = A_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{F_s}{F_{\text{dither}}} \right) \]  
- Eqn.3.

\[ N_{\text{DLIA}} = N_{\text{sig}} + N_{\text{ref}} + \lceil \log_2(N_{\text{taps}}) \rceil \]  
- Eqn.4.

To provide software control and communications with a server within the control room, the backend of this design uses an embedded 32-bit RISC microprocessor [12]. The design of this is detailed in Fig.9. where the FIFOs within Fig.7 provide regular ‘FIFO Full’ flags which can be used as interrupts. When an interrupt is observed, the data is passed into working memory via direct-memory access (DMA), the data is then packaged into two data-frames and passed to the transmit buffer of the Ethernet medium-access-controller (EMAC). The receive buffer is periodically polled to allow waiting commands to be serviced. However, at present a basic task-sequential scheduling system is used.

VI. DATA ACQUISITION: CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS:

Each optical receiver uses an InGaAs photodiode directly-connected to a custom preamplifier and line driver to ensure good immunity to electrical interference from the test cell environment (Fig.10. inset). A differential structure is used with a transimpedance gain of 10.2 k\( \Omega \) and a 3 MHz first-order low-pass. This ensures gain flatness for the dither and to start the frequency roll-off required for anti-alias filtering. While the presented DAQ is generic and can be used for other applications, the preamplifier design is driven by the optics and signal specifics of TDLAS-WMS. However, as the quantum efficiency tracks theory over a large wavelength range (900 nm-2100...
nm), gas detection becomes a function of the laser wavelength and interrogation approach. This ensures this DAQ is applicable to a wide variety of chemical species. The intrinsic noise performance of the preamplifiers is similar to that of the popular Thorlabs PDA10CS (Fig.10.) but rejection of some, presumably common mode, interferers (e.g. those appearing at 13 kHz) is greatly enhanced. The differential line output interfaces directly to the differential signal path used in the digitization nodes. Fig. 3 shows that the photodiodes and custom pre-amplifiers function correctly, while a manufacturing ‘signal-present’ yield of 95% was achieved.

The analog front-end of the digitization node, (i.e. differential operational amplifier, high-pass and low-pass), frequency performance has been verified, where -3 dB cut off frequencies at 10 Hz and 3 MHz are observed. A pre-manufacture simulation showed an overall gain of -0.7 dB, while the measured 192-channel (12-node) median gain was -0.59 dB. A 100% operational yield (i.e. correct frequency response) and a gain spread of 1.3 dB (at 100 kHz) are exhibited. The capture of parallel multi-channel (16) analog signals at the data rates required (560 Mb/s), proved to be an area requiring significant complexity with respect to bit-capture and deserialization clocking and the correct framing of the 14-bit serial data. With correct high-speed data capture from the ADCs, Fig.11. shows the result of amplitude linearity testing of a single channel (node #7, channel #14) using pure 200 kHz sinusoids at 40 MS/s. As this is AC coupled, it acts to test all ADC codes within the 14-bit range and allows assessment as

![Figure 10. The noise equivalent power of the extended InGaAs photodiode preamplifier showing a comparison to the Thor Labs PDA10CS. Inset: A schematic of the differential 10.2 kΩ preamplifier.](image)

![Figure 11. Input linearity with amplitude for a 200-kHz single-tone sinusoid at 40 MS/s. A linear fitting to the measured data shows agreement, in this case, to the minimum gain observed within the 192-channel tests. The residual between the data and the linear fit is presented inset.](image)
to linearity issues within the analog chain. While the ADC has an input range of 2000 mVpp, Fig.11 shows a slight departure from linearity once the amplitude exceeds 1750 mVpp. Plotted alongside the measured data are lines representing the minimum, median and maximum gain terms from the gain uniformity statistics of all 192-channels. While linearity is important for the TDLAS-WMS spectroscopic modelling, the slight departures from linearity here will represent an error contribution far lower than that expected by the turbulence of the jet-engine plume. Here, non-linearity can be avoided by tuning the optical output power of the Thulium fiber amplifier. The DC offset, created after the input AC coupling, for node #7, channel #14 has also been measured at 3.0 mV. This can be removed using a per-channel long-term average, tested with the differential inputs shorted together. The resulting calibration value can be subtracted from the data prior to the DLIA.

With TDLAS-WMS being a lock-in frequency analysis method, the spectral purity and noise performance of an input frequency are crucial application-specific performance metrics for this DAQ. In Fig.12, both the SNR and SFDR are plotted over the course of two hours for two channels in steps of 5 minutes. The reliability, in terms of ADC to FPGA data transfer frame locking and the overall noise from these channels is good, with the worst-case SNR and SFDR being 46.5 dB and 41.3 dB respectively, and best-case values being 55.4 dB and 44.8 dB.

![SNR and SFDR Plotting over 120 mins](image1)

Fig.12. Long-term (2 hours) tests of the SNR (red), and SFDR (blue) for two channels of node #8. The input was a 1000 mVac-pp 200 kHz sinusoid. Each point is taken every 5 minutes and is formed of a 1000 sample acquisition at 20 MS/s.

![Long-Term Amplitude Stability (120 mins)](image2)

Fig.13. Amplitude stability over 120 minutes, observed using a 200 kHz 1000 mVac-pp sinusoid in 40 MS/s 14-bit mode. A measurement of 1000 samples per channel (approx. 10 periods, with 8 plotted) was repeated at 5-minute intervals. The mean amplitudes for two channels are 872 mV and 866 mV, with standard deviations of 1.9 mV and 2.2 mV, respectively.
respectively. However, a shorter-term test with data taken at 1-minute intervals showed maxima of 56.5 dB and 50.8 dB. We note that the prototype board itself includes digital switching noise from a variety of high-speed clock domains and does not yet have a specifically noise optimized analog signal chain. These noise figures are prior to the frequency selectivity, and hence noise reduction behavior of the DLIA. The average native (no input signal) noise floor of the system (node #14, channel #14) has also been measured at -60.4 dB for frequencies between 42 kHz and 20 MHz (at 40 MS/s). The histogram of this data shows that the noise is predominantly Gaussian but with a low (1.3%) probability of noise spikes of 3.5 mV. This noise floor agrees with the SNR measurements of pure-sinusoids, acknowledging that harmonic noise is also included in those measurements. In Fig.13, a histogram of amplitude stability for a pure 200 kHz 1000 mVac-pp sinusoid is presented for two independent channels over the course 120 minutes. This used a FIFO of 1000-samples to capture approximately 10 dither periods for which the amplitude was calculated per period. This was repeated at 5-minute intervals. While there is a slight offset between the channels ($\Delta V = 6 mV$), possibly caused by gain variation of the analog circuits, both give low standard deviations of 1.9 mV and 2.2 mV respectively. The gain offset from the 1000 mVac-pp input is 0.59 dB and 0.62 dB replicating the earlier median pass-band gain.

For use within the DLIA algorithm, the TDLAS-WMS synchronization behavior of the DDS local sine and cosine references has been measured with respect to their controlling state machine state signal progression and the data readout chain. The two signals remain exactly 90 degrees out-of-phase ensuring orthogonal multiplication within the DLIA and as expected from the analytic expression: \(SFDR_{DDS} = N_{ref} \times 6.02 = 84.28 \, dB\), the DDSs produce references with 83 dB SFDR.

While the temporal behavior of the DLIA has previously been tested with input TDLAS-WMS signals [19] and the frequency behavior of the DLIA algorithm is well defined [20, 21, 22], Fig.14. shows characterization of the 14-bit DLIA frequency response. This confirms a symmetric band-pass response with a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 66 kHz and a high rejection of out-of-band signals (180 dB). The magnitude standard deviation of $\sigma = 0.0802$, shows repeatability of the measurements over a 5-minute period. This complements bit-level verification of signal and reference multiplication and addition for a known period. There is a slight deviation from the expected maximum of 8192, however this may be due to a small phase angle, ($\Phi = 1.8^\circ$), between the reference and test signals (both DDS generated).
As this DAQ node is intended for tomographic imaging, the rate at which it can acquire and process the data is crucial. For this purpose, when the FIFO is full (Fig.7) it interrupts the microprocessor to trigger a DMA transaction, Ethernet packet creation and transmission. Fig.15.A shows a plot of the interrupt rate vs the output rate of packets. This saturates at 2000 packets/second, which, assuming 88 packets per ramp per node, is suitable for 22.7 fps imaging (N = 400, 16 channels and 5 wavelength points per packet). At present, this process is implemented in a sequential manner (Fig.15.B), however DMA is intended to be operated in parallel, while the data buffers within the microprocessor working memory and the separate EMAC transmit buffer can be configured as a task-parallel pipeline (Fig.15.C). When combined with an increase in microprocessor clock frequency from 100 to 150 MHz, the limiting task will become the filling of the FIFO by DLIA data and a tomographic rate of 100 fps becomes achievable. Scalability to higher frame rates would be achievable with higher-specification microprocessors and a migration to standard 1Gb/s Ethernet networking.

VII. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK:

A custom data acquisition system is presented for the quantification of jet-engine exhaust plume species. While there are several previous tomographic systems, such as Ma et al and Harley et al, that strive towards the same aims, this design represents a significant increase in physical size for the quantification of exhaust plume gas species in the largest civil aviation aero-jet-engines, such as the Rolls-Royce XWB. The tomographic instrument also includes a number of complexities with respect to optical, electrical and signal processing system requirements. From a data acquisition view, there are three requirements that differentiate this system from the available commercial DAQs. These are i) the scalability from 128 to 256 channels, ii) the suitability for user
implemented parallel, custom signal-processing running in real-time at the native data rate, and finally iii) the use of a true parallel acquisition architecture rather than the time-multiplexed methods employed by other multi-channel DAQs. The results pertain to the analog and digital performance of one digitization node providing 16 fully-differential 10-to-40 MS/s parallel acquisition channels with a native SNR of 56.5 dB. The full 12-node system provides 192-channels, along with FPGA-based lock-in amplification and is scalable to larger numbers of channels and different pollutant gases. The analog performance has been assessed and shown to meet the discussed design specifications, however there are two dominant factors that will affect the imaging quality, SNR and measurement uncertainty within the final tomographic reconstructions. The principal noise term is expected to be the natural uncertainty inherent within the jet-engine exhaust plume (i.e. the time-varying gas concentration over a 7 m path). The principal imaging uncertainty – manifested as artifacts and multiple solutions to the inverse problem – stems from the underdetermined measurement geometry and low numbers of angular views. In this paper, the noise and uncertainty of the data acquisition hardware has been characterized. However, we note that a complete assessment of uncertainty throughout the complex signal chain of optical, electrical and digital filtering processes, compounded by spectrographic modelling and tomographic reconstruction processes is outside of the scope of this current publication. Future work, installing this DAQ within the jet-engine test cell is underway while the presented DAQ can be improved though a second-generation prototype. Leveraging the pipelining of the digital-logic, direct-memory access and software can be used to increase the maximum tomographic imaging rate.
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